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About This Content

From the creators of Fantasy Heroine Character pack comes another set of fantastic heroes.

Modern world and fantasy collide in Parallel Worlds character pack! This hefty set includes all the graphics you'll need to create
a full party of male heroes (or villains!) for your RPG Maker projects. From walking sprites to faces with emotions and portrait

busts, Parallel Worlds is your go-to hero set and a great addition to your growing library of RPG Maker MV resources.

Features:

8 unique characters, with a modern and fantasy outfit for a total of 16 characters.

Matching walking sprites, static front-view actor enemies and animated side-view actors.

Facesets and portrait busts with emotion expressions.

BONUS: Large full-body portraits of each character.
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dang...

this is good. When this game was announced I looked forward to it every day! and was excited as the days passed by till the
release day before it was released on steam.

As I fell in love with the story and it tore my heart to pieces with the events taking place in the story line. The only ending I will
say that I prefer is with Tian Xi;; the others I cried for a few days. There is a bonus ending which got my hopes up only to
shatter it and I cried more.

I love the soundtracks and the ending theme as well 'color my world', I played it roughly for six hours straight.

I do hope that Zeiva creates another wonderful visual novel such as this :). Excellent arcade type puzzle game. Cheap. Well
worth the money.. Is a rip-off from "Hidden Folks". The style is very similar, but not that well executed. The sounds are
probably ripped off too.. This game looks like it is 10 years old and has bugs all over the place (e.g. what do you do when you
get stuck on the guard rail which happens all the time!) Refunded.. For collection. May be Arc System Works will think of port
for PC whole series.. Has improved my boners by 2.3%
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A lot of the effects have not been working for me. After a YEAR there has been no reply or help for this problem! How can I
enjoy a broken simulator? Spending minutes to place effects and not seeing them is utterly frustrating. I can not recommend this
until it gets repaired. So far this sim has just been a waste of my €10,-. It's on sale for $0.29 right now, but you're better off just
buying a gumball instead. It's four cents cheaper and you can blow bubbles.. This game is good for achievement hunters, but
might kill some of your brain cells.. A very fun little slasher game. Akane is an absolute joy to play with very slick controls and
satisfying gun/sword-play. There's also a progression system in the game in the form of challenges that unlock various gear
(most of them are side-grades). Some of the challenges are a bit poorly paced, quite a few difficult challenges are followed by
easier ones. It took me ~16 hours to finish everything and I had a blast getting all the achievements which is really great value
for ~3€.
Overall it's a very fun experience with a satisfying learning curve. 9/10 would play again.. This DLC is currently broken, new
players are unable to start a new game.. At first glance it looks and feels like something you can relax to. No button smashing,
no tricky controls, no absurd combos, you get the point. You learn early, tho, this is not the case. About the fourth strand in, i
was getting kind of aggravated. It wasn't a difficult strand either, they made look way more difficult than it was.

A casual game that is worth a look. Graphics are solid, sound is solid. The puzzles are good for a challenge here and there.

8/10. It's a kids game. A rather good kids game for that matter, puzzles and adventure they'd enjoy well. Tis the only reason I
recommend it and please note, I only recommend it for kids. I was bored out of my mind.
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